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KSIX FAST CHARGE WIRELESS CHARGING
PACK FOR CAR 7.5W-10W CLIP +
SUCTION PAD MOUNT
DESCRIPTION
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The Ksix Fast Charge Wireless Charger for Car combines the comfort of the wireless
charging with the usefulness of a car mount for the smartphone. The pack includes
everything needed to hold and charge the smartphone. Theres no need to add cables or
connectors.
A simple and secure solution
Easy to install and use. Just placing the wireless charging compatible device on the car
holder will start the charge, without connecting any cables.
Elegant and functional
Its minimalist and robust design assures a perfect fix. It includes 2 interchangeable
mounts: 1 car air vent mount and 1 car suction pad mount, to place the wireless charger
on the car air vent or windshield.
Perfect adjusting
The holder incorporates a ball-joint for a 360° rotation so that the smartphone can be
adjusted to have a perfect view while driving.
Wireless fast charge for Android and Apple devices
The car charger included incorporates Quick Charge 3.0 technology. This allows the
wireless charger to work with a fast transmission power mode of 7.5W or 10W*, to
adapt to all the devices compatible with wireless fast charge (Android and Apple). The
fast charge mode allows to charge devices 1,4 times faster than the standard wireless
charging mode**. By placing the smartphone on the charger, the battery will start
charging without connecting any cables.
The Qi charger will adapt the wireless charge to the standard mode (5W) for those Qi
compatible devices which dont allow the fast charging mode.
* When charging an iPhone 8 or later, the maximum fast transmission power allowed
by these devices is 7.5W. ** The fast charging mode works only with Qi fast charging
compatible devices, such as iPhone 8 or later and Samsung Galaxy Note 8/S9+/S9.
Maximum compatibility
The car pack is compatible with all devices enabled with wireless charging (Qi) and
adapts to almost every smartphone available thanks to its 54 x 110 mm aperture range.
Ksix is a brand from Atlantis Internacional. It has the largest collection of accessories
designed to make the most of mobile devices. Each product is presented in a modern
and attractive packaging, which stands out on any shelf. It offers personalized customer
service and complete after-sales service.
Main features
2 in 1: fast charge wireless charger and car mount
2 fixing options: it includes 1 car air vent mount and 1 car suction pad mount,
to place the wireless charger on the car air vent or windshield
Compatible with any smartphone with Qi technology and up to 110 mm wide
360° rotation, to adjust the mobile device in the most comfortable angle
Wireless Charger technical specifications
Input parameters: 5V/2.4A, 9V/1.67A
Output parameters: 5V/1.5A, 9V/1.1A
Dimensions: 156 x 70 mm
Transmission power: 5W/7.5W-10W
Charging range: 6 mm
Aperture range: 54 x 110 mm
Compatible with Qi technology
Black color
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Car Charger technical specifications
Input parameters: 12-24V
Output parameters: 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A (Quick Charge 3.0)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
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Compatibility

Smartphones compatible with Qi

Color

Black

Box content

1 wireless charger, 1 car suction pad mount, 1
car air vent mount, 1 Quick Charge 3.0 car
charger and USB – Micro USB cable

Use

Dashboard/window/grill

Aperture range

54 - 110 mm

Other features

With 5W wireless charge

Type of mounting

Suction cup and clip

Rotation

360°

STRENGTHS
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REF. B9000PACK02 EAN: 8427542987033
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Recommended retail price: €19.99
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